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In Brief

Humans perceive “causality” from abstract motion stimuli, e.g., when one disc bumps into another one. Caggiano et al. show that response patterns of mirror neurons during the perception of abstract causality stimuli resemble the ones to natural hand actions. Representations for action and causality perception thus overlap at the single-cell level.
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SUMMARY

Humans derive causality judgments reliably from highly abstract stimuli, such as moving discs that bump into each other [1]. This fascinating visual capability emerges gradually during human development [2], perhaps as consequence of sensorimotor experience [3]. Human functional imaging studies suggest an involvement of the “action observation network” in the processing of such stimuli [4, 5]. In addition, theoretical studies suggest a link between the computational mechanisms of action and causality perception [6, 7], consistent with the fact that both functions require an analysis of sequences of spatio-temporal relationships between interacting stimulus elements. Single-cell correlates of the perception of causality are completely unknown. In order to find such neural correlates, we investigated the responses of “mirror neurons” in macaque premotor area F5 [8, 9]. These neurons respond during the observation as well as during the execution of actions and show interesting invariances, e.g., with respect to the stimulus view [10], occlusions [11], or whether an action is really executed or suppressed [12]. We investigated the spatiotemporal properties of the visual responses of mirror neurons to naturalistic hand action stimuli and to abstract stimuli, which specified the same causal relationships. We found a high degree of generalization between these two stimulus classes. In addition, many features that strongly reduced the similarity of the response patterns coincided with the ones that also destroy the perception of causality in humans. This implies an overlap of neural structures involved in the processing of actions and the visual perception of causality at the single-cell level.

RESULTS

In order to study the responses of mirror neurons to abstract stimuli that suggest causal relationships, we proceeded in two steps. First (experiment 1), we investigated the spatiotemporal structure of the responses of mirror neurons to filmed naturalistic hand-object interactions (called “naturalistic stimuli” in the following). In a second step (experiment 2), we investigated how these responses changed if the stimuli were replaced by abstract patterns (interacting discs) that specified the same causal relationships. In addition, we tested various control stimuli that lacked different features of the original abstract stimuli in order to determine the stimulus properties that are critical for inducing similar response patterns in mirror neurons. These stimulus classes were presented in a randomly interleaved fashion, where neurons tested in experiment 2 were a subset of the ones in experiment 1.

Following our previous work [10, 13], neurons were characterized as “mirror neurons” when they discharged during both the execution of goal-directed motor acts and during the observation of action movies (see the Supplemental Information for a detailed description). Such movie stimuli (unlike acts executed by the experimenter in front of the monkey) permit an exact control of the timing and spatiotemporal structure. Monkeys were rewarded when they kept their eyes within the stimulus window, independent of the presented stimulus. This experimental design prevented stimulus-specific learning effects. In total, we recorded from 1,126 neurons in area F5 with motor act-related responses (619 for monkey E and 507 for monkey P). Out of these 489 neurons, 43% were typical mirror neurons (120 neurons from monkey E and 88 from monkey P). (See the Supplemental Information for further details.)

Neural Responses to Naturalistic Hand Actions

In the first experiment, we tested each neuron with movies showing a naturalistic hand action (“grasping” of a piece of food), either with normal or reversed temporal order of the frames (Figure 1A and Movie S1). Temporally reversed grasping looks like the placing of an object with subsequent removal of the hand, eliciting virtually identical neural responses as real placing
Out of the tested mirror neurons, 315 (64%) showed a significant preference for one of the two sequential frame orders (sign-rank test for average firing rate; \( p < 0.05 \)), where 208 (42%) preferred grasping and 107 (22%) “placing” actions. Figure 1B shows example units responding preferentially to one temporal order (neurons 1 and 2) and neurons without order preference (neurons 3 and 4). Normalized population responses to these stimuli are shown in Figure S1.

In order to characterize the temporal sequence selectivity of the individual neurons more accurately, we compared the responses to the same movie frames in the forward sequence (grasping) and the time-reversed sequence (placing). If responses were independent of the temporal order, the response traces to grasping and the time-reversed response traces to placing would be highly similar, because both stimuli present the same movie frames just in opposite order. The similarity of these response traces was quantified by defining a difference index (DI), which is given by the difference of the responses in corresponding time windows, normalized by their sum (a correlation analysis in the Supplemental Information supports the efficiency of this analysis). The DI was computed for overlapping time windows with a duration of 200 ms and sampling steps of 20 ms. For neurons that respond exclusively to grasping, but not to placing (within a particular time interval), the DI would be 1. Likewise, if a neuron responds exclusively to placing in a particular time interval, but not to grasping, the DI is \(-1\). For neurons that are not sequence selective, the DI is 0.

Figure 1C shows a histogram of the time averages of the DIs over all tested mirror neurons. The distribution spans over the whole range of DIs, from neurons with a preference for grasping characterized by positive DIs significantly deviating from zero (median 0.33; sign-rank test; \( p < 0.001 \)) to neurons with preference for placing identified by significant negative average DIs (median \(-0.26\); \( p < 0.001 \)). For neurons that did not exhibit a significant preference for either of the two stimuli, the population DI remained very close to 0 (median 0.02; larger than 0 with \( p = 0.009 \)).

The time courses of the DIs for the individual neurons are shown in Figure 1D (neurons with preference for grasping and placing in the upper and lower parts, respectively, and neurons without such preference in the middle part of the panel). Most neurons with preference for grasping or placing showed only
one dominant extremum of the DI over time, often close to 1 or −1. This means that many of these neurons were maximally active only for a limited time interval, responding more weakly when the same frame was embedded in a stimulus sequence with opposite temporal order. Neurons are ordered along the vertical axis according to the time points of the extrema of the DI. These time points span over the whole time interval of the action from the start of the hand movement with a relatively uniform distribution, especially for the grasping-selective neurons. The observed spatiotemporal activation pattern resembles an activation maximum that travels over the population. (See the Supplemental Information for further discussion.)

It is important to verify that the observed spatiotemporal responses do not just reflect simple low-level stimulus features (e.g., local motion or shape features) that covary with manipulations affecting causality. This possibility is ruled out by two additional control experiments that are described in detail in the Supplemental Information. During the presentation of sequences with multiple actions (e.g., grasping-placing versus placing-grasping or three-action sequences), the responses of many neurons to the individual action changed dramatically when the sequence order of the actions was altered (Figures S2A–S2C and S2D–S2G). This behavior is definitely incompatible with trivial explanations in terms of a tuning to instantaneous low-level features and indicates an involvement of higher representations that integrate information over multiple actions [9, 15] (cf. Supplemental Information).

**Responses to Causal and Non-causal Abstract Stimuli**

After establishing the spatiotemporal response patterns to naturalistic action stimuli in experiment 1, we compared in experiment 2 the responses to movies of naturalistic hand actions and to abstract stimuli, which specified the same causal relationships. The abstract stimuli consisted of two moving discs whose positions matched the centers of the hand and the goal object in the naturalistic action movies (see Movie S1 and the Supplemental Information for details). These stimuli lack important action-specific features, such as the shape and texture of the hand and the grasped object, and the grip affordances of the latter. If mirror neurons were mainly tuned to the causal structure of the interaction between effector and object rather than detailed action-specific features, one would expect them to respond in a very similar manner to naturalistic and such abstract stimuli.

We compared the responses of mirror neurons to three classes of stimuli (cf. Figure 2A and Movie S1): naturalistic hand actions (n), movies in which the hand was replaced by a disc (h), and abstract stimuli in which both hand and grasped object were replaced by discs (c). Figure 2B shows the activities of two typical neurons that exhibit remarkably similar responses to all three types of stimuli. For more than 73% of the recorded mirror neurons (total tested 232), the responses (average discharge rates during grasping and placing) in the three conditions were not significantly different. Comparing the responses of individual cells, for the stimulus types (n) and (h), only 40 (17%) of the mirror neurons showed significantly different responses to grasping and 41 (18%) to placing (p < 0.05; U test). Finally, comparing the responses between types (h) and (c), only nine (4%) neurons showed significant differences for grasping and six (3%) for placing. The response profiles are highly similar, as indicated by their highly significant cross-correlation coefficients (for time lag zero; $r^2 = 0.67$ (n) versus (h); $r^2 = 0.63$ (n) versus (c); $r^2 = 0.73$ (h) versus (c); p < 0.001). Also, the average activities for grasping and placing stimuli are highly similar across stimulus types (pairwise Spearman correlations $r^2 \geq 0.88$ for grasping and $r^2 \geq 0.76$ for placing; p < 0.001). Summarizing, these results show that mirror neurons indeed show a high degree of generalization between naturalistic actions and abstract stimuli that specify the same causal relationships.

This striking similarity between the responses to the two very different stimulus classes was also found when comparing the time courses of the DI, computed in the same manner as for Figure 1D. The time courses for the DIs of all tested neurons (Figure 2C) are extremely similar for the stimulus types (n) and (c), where the ordering of the neurons along the vertical axis is the same for both panels (derived from the timing of the extrema for the naturalistic stimulus), in spite of the strong differences in terms of the underlying visual features. This similarity is confirmed by highly significant cross-correlations (time lag zero; p < 0.001) between the temporal profiles of the DI for the three stimulus classes (medians of the cross-correlation coefficients: $r^2 = 0.48$ comparing stimulus types (n) and (h); $r^2 = 0.41$ comparing types (h) and (c); $r^2 = 0.49$ comparing types (n) and (c)). The high similarity is also supported by the high correlation of the time averages of the DI of the individual neurons for the different stimulus types ($r^2 = 0.63$, p < 0.05 for types (n) and (h); $r^2 = 0.77$, p < 0.001 for types (h) and (c); $r^2 = 0.68$, p < 0.001 for types (n) and (c); see also Figure 2D). Summarizing, these results demonstrate that F5 mirror neurons generalize from naturalistic hand actions to abstract stimuli that specify similar causal relationships between the stimulus elements, at the level of individual neurons as well as with respect to the spatiotemporal activation patterns of the whole population. At the same time, the observed highly structured spatiotemporal activation patterns cannot be explained by unspecific tuning to low-level visual features.

The remarkable level of generalization to highly abstract stimuli raises the question which features are critical for the activation of mirror neurons, and more specifically, whether the relevant features coincide with the ones that are known to be critical for the perception of causality in humans [1]. To answer this question, we tested a set of control stimuli that lacked various features of the naturalistic stimuli that were either important or unimportant for the causal interactions of the stimulus elements (see Movie S1). Manipulations that did not affect causality included the replacement of hand and object by discs and the exchange of the colors of these discs. A larger number of manipulations affected the causal relationship between the stimulus elements (modification of the trajectories, introduction of a spatial gap between the discs, removing one element, and repetition of reaching without the subsequent effect of the hand on the object). Many of these manipulations coincide with the ones that Michotte demonstrated to impair the perception of causality in humans. An overview of these stimuli is given in Figure 3. (See the
The similarities between the response patterns evoked by the control stimuli and the naturalistic stimuli were quantified in two different ways. First, we computed the correlations between time-averaged DIs over all neurons between the responses. These correlations are shown in Figure 3 (middle panel). The first three control conditions that specified stimuli with similar causal relationships between stimulus elements but varying shape and color resulted in high correlations of the neural responses with the ones for the naturalistic stimulus (correlations \( r^2 > 0.64 \); \( p < 0.001 \)). In contrast, for the seven control stimuli with changes that affected the causal structure, the correlations were significantly lower (\( r^2 < 0.4 \); \( p < 0.05 \); correlation differences significant with \( p < 0.01 \; \text{Fisher} \ z \) transform).

A completely consistent picture arose based on a second, quite different approach for data analysis. The instantaneous firing rates of all tested mirror neurons were subjected to a principal-component analysis (PCA) to construct a neural state space with reduced dimensionality (M = 20). The response traces of the population correspond to “neural trajectories” in this reduced-state space. We computed normalized distances between the neural trajectories for the naturalistic stimulus and the control conditions (see Figure S3 and Supplemental Information for further details). The computed distances \( d_N \) between the neural trajectories were completely consistent with the previous analysis (Figure 3, right panel): for the three control conditions with similar causality structure, the distances between the neural trajectories for the control and the naturalistic stimuli were significantly lower (\( d_N < 0.24 \)) than the distances for the seven control conditions, which changed the causal structure of the stimulus (\( d_N > 0.35 \); \( p < 0.05 \); see bootstrap analysis in the Supplemental Information). The population responses for stimuli with changes in the causal structure are thus much more dissimilar to the one for the naturalistic stimulus than the ones for controls with changes that leave the causal structure intact. In other words, mirror neurons do not generalize with respect to all properties of the artificial stimuli and show a high selectivity for features that change causal relationships.

**DISCUSSION**

We reported experiments that provide the first evidence for individual neurons whose responses reflect properties of the “visual...
Interacting stimulus elements are defined by specific visual features, such as motion or form features. The causal relationships between the interacting stimulus elements can be learned about other, more advanced forms of causal reasoning in humans, as studied in cognitive science (e.g., [16]). (A more extended discussion about definition and psychological theories about causality is given in the Supplemental Information).

Fourth, addressing the question how causality perception in humans and monkeys are related, the Supplemental Information discusses evidence supporting that rhesus monkeys most likely show very simple forms of causality detection, whereas higher forms of causal reasoning quite certainly are not present. The question of whether monkeys’ visual perception really matches the one of humans is impossible to test because this would require the assessment of subjective causality impressions of the animals, which would require verbal reporting. This shortcoming is shared between our study of monkeys and studies in developmental psychology addressing preverbal children.

In spite of these limitations, which motivate future studies, the hypothesis that some higher human cognitive capabilities might have evolved by generalization from very elementary neural processes in action recognition seems intriguing.
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